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the integrated services engine (ise) is the core of the packet switching platform. the ise acts as a
communications controller for the packet routing, management and control features. it is the control
center for the entire platform and supports a wide range of protocols including ip, mpls, ipv6, mpls

and vlans. application policy based forwarding (apbf) analyzes and makes sense of a user's network
traffic to determine what network traffic should be forwarded to the network by the ai engine. this
information is then delivered to the network to allow it to apply the policies and procedures to the
user's network traffic to protect the network and the user's data. the ai engine learns as it goes. it

continuously analyzes and learns so that it becomes more intelligent over time. fiberroc is an
international online recruitment platform for the manufacture of yarn, fiber and textile products.

fiberroc is the first and only online platform, which is dedicated to the textile industry and offers in-
depth profiles of the market and the job opportunities in this sector. our site contains the vast

majority of the world's textile factories and service providers. it is developed to ensure our users the
fastest and most complete search for the right job opening. the fiberroc network allows access to
more than 3,500 textile factories and to more than 50,000 jobs vacancies, also thanks to the wide
range of technologies used, such as an automatic job posting engine and an innovative job board.
the platform also allows you to interact with your future employees, thanks to its comprehensive

profiles and the possibility to follow them, set up a job interview and to keep you informed. fiberroc
was created by the french company conexus and was officially launched on june 1, 2015.
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